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Abstract

According to Bousso[3] the Holographic Principle asserts that the
origin of a universal relation between geometry and information must
lie in the number of fundamental degrees of freedom involved in a uni-
fied description of space and matter.In this note the degrees of freedom
are equated with an entropy that can be calculated for the stable ele-
mentary particles ie.electron,upquark and W boson pair which are rep-
resentations of E6 or a subalgebra su(3) × su(3) × su(3) illustrated by
the complex polytope in Fig.1. This is a toric variety,or manifold,with
a characteristic dimension η,or Benkenstein Bound, associated with the
entropy,that can be blown up into the smooth Clebsch cubic of Fig.2.
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1 Introduction

In accordance with the Abstract this note will attempt to provide detailed
experimental evidence supporting the Holographic Principle in the case of the
electron and upquark pair which as proposed originally by Slansky [13] may be
represented by the sublalgebra su(3)3 of E6. This is represented by the Hessian
polyhedron described by Coxeter ([6]Section 12.3) and appears in Fig.1.Then
following Hunt[10] and Adams[1] we can readily calculate the Weyl Group
W of all the permutations and reflections of the 27 lines that preserve their
intersection behavior.

Fig.1 is actually a 6-dimensional symplectic Planck space so the anti-
particles u, d, s are reflections on planes below the origin O,while rotational
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symmetry is preserved. The order of the subalgebra su(3) × su(3) × su(3) is
|W (A2)|3 = 63 according to Adams[1],which is also the number of degrees of
freedom,or entropy S, of the up quark pair uu. But according to Casini [4] this
is directly related to the energy E or mass if we interchange the roles of E and
S in his equation (1). Thus we should expect a uu mass of

muu = η × 216 ≈ 6Mev (1)

where η replaces Casini’s λR,R being a measure of some typical size of the sys-
tem or the Benkenstein Bound discussed by Bousso[3] and Jacobson[9].Casini
also points out that the bound has been successfully tested in many different
quantum systems and that localizing a state in QFT inevitably leads to pair
crearion.However we will find a more precise estimate of η in the following
Section after some more analysis of Fig.1

In fact Fig.1 is a Toric Variety T 6/Z3 with 27 one-dimensional cones (cf.eg.
Cox [5]).Namely 6 for (Ou, Ou, Od), (Ou, 0u, 0d) for p and p and another 12
for n, n and s, s. Furthermore because all 27 vertices are connected to O this
variety is smooth (cf [2] Section 4.1) and so may be blown up to a smooth
cubic surface with homogeneous coordinates (cf.Coxeter[6]p124,Cox [5] ).Then
if we assume time invariance this is the Clebsch cubic of Fig.2 in 5 dimensions
due to Xahlee[15]. Green,Swartz and Witten [8] proposed T 6/Z3 for Type II
strings and in Section 16.10 suggested a ”radius” r → 0 in the blowing up
process from an orbifold into a smooth surface.

Fig.2 is an example of the AdS/CFT correspondence proposed by Malda-
cena [11] and Witten[14].There are 3 branes Op, On, 0s of uud,udd and sss now
represented by 3 gauge shift vectors for SU(3)p, SU(3)nandSU(3)s

2 The Constant η

In this Section we will find a more accurate estimate of η by applying the same
scaling to the stable W± boson pair.In this case we use the fact that the 27-
dimensional representation of su(3)3 is trivial on the kernel of su(3)3 → E8 (cf.
Adams[1],Ch 1).Then employ the E7 × su(2) subalgebra of E8 which following
Manivel [12] has the order

|W (E7 + A1)| = 5806080. (2)

Dividing this number into the mass of 160.196 of the W± pair we find the
value

η = 27.7keV (3)

which also satisfies equation(1) to the best current estimate. In fact a global
form of equation (1) has also been proposed by Duff [7].
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Finally for the remaining stable particle,the electron,we may adapt the
alternative representation

3|W (A2)| = 18 (4)

of the subalgebra su(3)× su(3)× su(3) employed by Adams([1],Ch. 11).Then
the electron mass would be

me = 27.7 × 18 ≈ 500keV (5)

which is within a few per cent of the measured value of 511 keV .

3 Conclusion

Using entropy,or information,to describe the nature of reality eliminates the
Higgs boson for mass.
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Figure 1: The Coxeter Polytope

Figure 2: The Clebsch Cubic
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